Earn even more C.E. credits
Dr. Michael J. Will teaches you how to shorten treatment time and increase satisfaction with implants.

Prophy paste for the picky
With flavors such as piña colada and orange sherbet, even the hard to please will be pleased.

More than just curing
Save lives by turning your curing light into an oral cancer detection device. Your patients will thank you.

Bridging the years

The 149th Chicago Midwinter Meeting expands on your past education to help lead you into the future of dentistry

One hundred and forty nine years ago, in 1865, CDS members gathered at the S.S. White Dental Depot for the first ever Midwinter Meeting. A lot has changed in the years since then, but this year’s Chicago Midwinter Meeting is here to remind us that the past influences the future in a myriad of ways.

With a theme of “The Bridge: Past, Present and Future,” the agenda for this year’s meeting is filled to the brim with more than 200 scientific ses-

Smile Drive to benefit thousands of at-risk children

- Designed to raise awareness and collect oral care products for at-risk children and teens, the America’s ToothFairy Smile Drive is being held this month, which is National Children’s Dental Health Month. Activities in communities nationwide include oral health presentations and Meet the ToothFairy screenings. Donated toothbrushes, toothpaste, floss and rinse will benefit local America’s ToothFairy affiliates, Boys & Girls Clubs of America and other non-profit organizations serving vulnerable populations.

Among those helping with the campaign are volunteer dental professionals; members of the America’s ToothFairy affiliate network of non-profit children’s oral health programs; and Students United with America’s ToothFairy national youth movement partners, which includes HOSA Future Health Professionals.

America’s ToothFairy Smile Drive boxes can be found in 3,900 Walmart locations, where oral care products can be dropped off for local at-risk youth – and free Kid’s Activity Packs can be picked up.

*see SMILE, page 3

Here in Chicago

Attend the Celebration of Smiles event held by the National Children’s Oral Health Foundation; America’s ToothFairy on Thursday from 5:30-7:30 p.m. at the Hyatt Regency McCormick Place Regency Ballroom. The event will focus on the more than 750,000 children reached through the America’s ToothFairy affiliate network and community programs and the supporters who made it all possible. For more information, visit www.AmericasToothFairy.org or stop by booth No. 1845.

*see BRIDGING, page 4
Advanced 3D Technology
Super-Snap X-Treme, the latest generation in X-Treme polishing, is designed
to exceed the aesthetic expectations of patients today. Super-Snap X-Treme
aluminum oxide disks offer x-tra thickness for greater flexibility and durability,
and an advanced 3D semispherical surface coating to provide X-Treme gloss
results. Super-Snap X-Treme—taking polishing to the next level!

- 3D X-Tra coating on red superfine disk – semispherical shaped grits
  allow space for ground particles – maintains clean surface contact
- X-Tra thick to increase stiffness, tactile feel, and durability while also
  maintaining flexibility in interproximal areas
- Achieves X-Treme gloss levels with X-Treme low surface roughness

Visit www.shofu.com or call 800.827.4638
The packs include ToothFairy 101 educational activities, America’s ToothFairy Kids Club membership cards—and coupons from Crest, Oral-B and Walmart.

Patrons donating to the America’s ToothFairy Smile Drive can share their experience by snapping a selfie and using the hashtag #SmileDrive2014 on Facebook, Twitter or Instagram.

“We are so grateful that Walmart, an America’s ToothFairy proud underwriter, is helping to ensure children across the nation benefit from our National Children’s Dental Health Month campaign,” said Fern Ingber, National Children’s Oral Health Foundation president and CEO. “Its participation in the America’s ToothFairy Smile Drive, combined with support from Kid’s Crest and Oral-B Stages products at Walmart, will help promote healthy smiles for all children while helping to give at-risk youth the tools they need to prevent the pain and embarrassment associated with tooth decay.”

The Boys & Girls Clubs of America (the primary beneficiary of the America’s ToothFairy Smile Drive—and program partner of National Children’s Oral Health Foundation: America’s ToothFairy) are strong supporters of healthy lifestyles of the youth they serve.

Through the America’s ToothFairy Youth Mentoring Program, the Boys & Girls Clubs of America provide oral health mentoring activities.

The National Children’s Oral Health Foundation: America’s ToothFairy was formed in 2006 as an aggressive response to eliminate pediatric dental disease by providing community programs with comprehensive resources to deliver educational, preventive and treatment services to children most in need.

Supporting the delivery of oral health education and care beginning at the prenatal level, America’s ToothFairy (Canada’s ToothFairy in Canada) engages caring dental professionals and the public in programs that promote children’s oral health.

Through underwriters such as Walmart and support from Kid’s Crest and Oral-B Stages products at Walmart, America’s ToothFairy has reached millions of children through its nonprofit clinical network, Kids Club and volunteer professional and student community service programs.
sessions, demonstrations and hands-on workshops. In addition, live closed-circuit television returns to the meeting for patient-based lectures each day. This year, the televising has been expanded as attendees will be able to view the daily demonstrations in a theater constructed on the east side of the exhibit hall, near the Starbucks entrance to the hall.

The live patient demonstrations on Thursday are from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Each session is worth three C.E. hours, for a total of six. The demonstrations, “Contemporary Implant and Periodontal Therapy,” are presented by Nolen Levine, DDS, and Carl Misch, DDS, MSD. Techniques covered include sinus grafting, Ramus Onlay Grafting, implant placement, root coverage and flip surgery for pocket elimination and crown lengthening.

On Friday, the live patient demonstration will be from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., with “The Evolution of Digital Restorative Dentistry,” by Alex Touchstone, DDS, Angela Gunzini, CDD, RDH, and Lee Culp, CDT, considered three of the leading dental professionals in digital dentistry. A live restorative procedure with a metal-free restoration will be completed in a single session with chairside design and fabrication. In addition to showing the possibilities of in-office same-day restorations, the demonstration covers cooperative restoration design and fabrication options with laboratories. The session is worth three C.E. credits.

Saturday’s live patient demonstration, from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., is “Clinical Approaches for Extraction: Immediate Implantation, Provisionalization,” with Michael Miloro, DMD, MD, and Matthew Hallas, DMD. The session is for dentists who have a surgical background and basic knowledge of implant dentistry. The course focuses on immediate implant techniques following tooth removal. The session is worth three C.E. credits.

In addition to the educational opportunities the meeting offers, the exhibit hall, with more than 600 exhibitors, is open daily from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Visiting the exhibit hall will once again earn you one C.E. credit per day.

Social events for the next few days include the Roots of Rock & Roll Show, featuring cast members of “The Million Dollar Quartet: Killer, Cash and the King.” Taking place today at 5:30 p.m. in the Ballroom (375E) McCormick West, the show will showcase Lance Lipinsky as Jerry Lee Lewis, Derek Keeling as Johnny Cash and Cody Ray Slaughter as Elvis Presley, as well as two female vocalists with the Lance Lipinsky Band. Light food and refreshments will be presented at the conclusion of the event. Tickets are $15.

On Friday, the annual Midwinter Meeting Fashion Show and Luncheon will take place at 11:30 a.m. at the Chicago Hilton & Towers, Grand Ballroom. A variety of clothing from a number of Chicago’s stores will be presented. Tickets are $65.

End the week with the President’s Dinner Dance on Saturday. The evening of dining and dancing begins at 7:30 p.m. at the Chicago Hilton & Towers, Grand Ballroom. Tickets are $15.
BruxZir® Solid Zirconia
Impressive Esthetic Results!

Full-arch case from dentist Sung-Kim, Republic of Korea, shows the natural-looking esthetics of BruxZir® Solid Zirconia compared to PFM, PFZ and monolithic glass ceramic restorations.

BruxZir Solid Zirconia tooth pre-sintered, colored and finished by Przemek Seweryniak, CDT, Malmö, Sweden; Certified Member - European Society of Cosmetic Dentistry; Past President - Swedish Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry.

Our toughest implant-supported restoration ever!

BruxZir Solid Zirconia has become the new high-strength, biocompatible option for fixed restorations, from single-unit crowns to full-arch implant-supported prostheses.

Over 220 Authorized BruxZir™ Laboratories can be found at
www.bruxzir.com
Welcome to the Chicago Midwinter Meeting, and congratulations on actively moving your understanding and professional success forward!

It is only through excellent education that we individually grow and develop as dental health professionals and, through that, build a practice that is not just successful but delivers comprehensive and high-quality care.

As a patient, I expect the best care I can find. As a doctor, I want to deliver the best care possible. That takes us to the power of continuing education, and, as doctors, we are faced with many choices in continuing education.

As a way to introduce you to the Las Vegas Institute for Advanced Dental Studies, or LVI, I want to outline what LVI is about and what void it fills in your practice. The alumni who have completed programs at LVI were given an independent survey, and unlike the typical surveys, 99.7 percent said they love practicing dentistry, and of those surveyed, 92 percent enjoy their profession more since they started their training at LVI. That alone is reason enough to go to LVI and find out more.

While the programs at LVI cover the full breadth of dentistry, the most powerful and life-changing program is generally reported as being Core I, or “Advanced Functional Dentistry — The Power of Physiologic Based Occlusion.” This program is a three-day course that is designed for doctors and their teams to learn together about the power of getting their patients’ physiology on their side.

In this program, doctors can learn how to start the process of taking control of their practice and start to enjoy the full benefits of owning a practice and providing high-quality dentistry. Regardless of whether it is a solo practice or a group setting, every doctor can start the process of creating comprehensive care experiences for his or her patients.

We will discuss why some cases doctors are asked to do by their patients are actually dangerous...
FOR THE ULTIMATE GUIDED PROCEDURE
MAKE IT SIMPLE

MCENTER USA is proud to announce MGUIDE, our virtual implant planning and guided implantology system designed to enhance simplicity, accuracy and safety. This efficient system combines modern 3D implant planning with an innovative surgical template and unique keyless surgery kit. The result is a simple guided implantology procedure that benefits the clinician and the patient. To learn more, visit our website: www.mcenterusa.com or call us 866-797-1333 (toll-free)

No software investment
Live one-on-one web conferencing with a MCENTER specialist puts you in control of your case through shared screen technology.

Unique open design
Surgical template allows for optimal irination and excellent line of sight.

Surgical Kits
Innovative keyless instrumentation allows for simple access and versatility for a fully guided procedure.
Immediate molar extraction sockets pose real problems for standard dental implants

By Keystone Dental staff

- A multi-rooted extraction socket is often too large to accommodate a regular-sized implant. Often, use of a standard dental implant requires bone grafting and delayed implant placement, lengthening the patients’ treatment time and adding costs. Additionally, single root placement might require surgical and prosthetic compromises.

Keystone Dental has designed dental implant lines for specific indications. Placement of the right indication-specific implant can shorten treatment time, reduce unnecessary surgical procedures and increase patient satisfaction.

The MAX Ultra wide platform implants allow for improved molar emergence profiles to reduce the size of gingival embrasure spaces and, therefore, reduce the potential for food impaction.

These implants are a clinical alternative that can predictably simplify procedures and increase patient satisfaction.

Earn C.E. credits

Michael J. Will, DDS, MD, FACS, will present “Indication Specific Implants: Immediate Molar Replacement with Ultra Wide Diameter Implants” at 5 p.m. Eastern time on Tuesday, March 25, hosted by the Dental Tribune Study Club at www.dtstudyclub.com. The lecture will highlight treatment alternatives for the molar socket, including immediate implant placement. The course is free and worth 1 C.E. credit, but you must register to take it. To learn more, visit www.dtstudyclub.com and click on the course name under the “Online Courses” header.

(Photos/Provided by André Hattingh, MChD (OMP), BChD (Pret))
What do you have in common with 99% of dental professionals around the world...

...our outstanding portfolio of award-winning brands that you use and trust everyday.

KaVo Kerr Group

Inspiring best practices

TAKE OUR INNOVATION TOUR IN CHICAGO - BOOTH #1111 | kavokerrgroup.com
By Daniel Zimmermann, DTI

Finnish dental technology manufacturer Planmeca has recently made a significant equity investment in the U.S.-based high-tech medical device company E4D Technologies. In this interview, vice president at the Planmeca Group and acting CEO for E4D Technologies Tuomas Lokki sheds light on this new venture.

Mr. Lokki, why did Planmeca choose to invest in E4D Technologies?

We believe in the tremendous possibilities and future growth of CAD/CAM dentistry. As dentistry will be completely digital in the future, we believe it is vital to invest in the development of new and efficient practices. E4D is a long-term leader in advancing modern CAD/CAM dentistry, so we knew that joining forces with this high-tech medical device company would be a valuable addition to our own leading expertise in 3-D imaging and software solutions. Its special expertise and innovative ideas provide a great foundation for future projects that will combine the know-how of both companies.

What advantages will this investment offer dental customers worldwide?

The new partnership with E4D Technologies will enable us to offer our customers the most modern CAD/CAM innovations. Our product distribution in more than 120 countries combined with the cutting-edge E4D innovations will increase global product availability and take computer
With Zirc You Can
Save $117,000 in One Year
Just Like This Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Time Savings</th>
<th>Savings/Profit</th>
<th>Profit % rate in equipment time</th>
<th>Total in $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set-up/Break-down of the procedure room</td>
<td>6 min. x 24 Pat. x 200 days = 28,800 min./yr.</td>
<td>28,800 min. x $5/min = $144,000</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$17,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lost time during the procedure</td>
<td>15 min. x 4 Practitioner 200 days = 12,000 min./yr.</td>
<td>12,000 min. x $5/min = $60,000</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>$24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterilization and storage</td>
<td>5 min. x 24 Pat. x 200 days = 24,000 min./yr.</td>
<td>400 hr x $10/hr = $4,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Inventory</td>
<td>60 min. x 200 days = 12,000 min./yr.</td>
<td>200 hr x $15/hr = $3,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material savings 10%</td>
<td>$667 x 12 Months = $8,000</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional human resource:</td>
<td>$1,700 x 12 Months = $20,400</td>
<td>$20,400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$20,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$117,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>$117,000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Actual Case Study for a 2 location practice with a total of 9 operatories. Data shown is after implementing Zirc products and techniques.

Save Money by Controlling Inventory
Utilizing trolleys to organize and control material inventory will streamline procedures and stop the discarding of expired products. Operatory drawer clutter will be eliminated and chairside performance will be enhanced through organization and ease of accessibility.

Reduce Procedure Time with Color
Procedure prep, performance and sterilization time will dramatically be reduced through Color Coding and the implementation of instrument organizers. Assigning a color per procedure will eliminate confusion and make training effortless.

Quick Return-On-Investment
Adding Zirc's techniques and affordable products will bring you a favorable ROI in a short amount of time. Put time on your side to make your practice more efficient and profitable.

**FREE CONSULTATIONS AT OUR BOOTH #2908!**

Are you qualified?

Request the Z.O.B.E. Experience
(Zirc's Organizational Box of Efficiency)

If you are building a new practice or remodeling your current one, ask about our 1 week, hands-on trial with all of our Color Coding products for FREE. We ship the product to you, you send it back...all at no cost.

Learn more about Zirc's efficiency producing products and techniques at:
www.zirc.com/get-organized.asp

Save this ad and hit us up after the show: 800.328.3899 | www.zirc.com

KURARAY AMERICA’S CLEARFIL UNIVERSAL BOND

Kuraray America introduces CLEARFIL Universal Bond, a single-component, light-cure bonding agent indicated for all direct and indirect restorations in combination with all etching techniques (total-etch, self-etch or selective-etch).

The bond is also indicated for the surface treatment of zirconia and silica-based glass ceramics (e.g., lithium disilicate).

According to the company, that makes the product truly “universal” without the need for a separate silane coupling agent.

CLEARFIL Universal Bond contains the “ORIGINAL MDP” adhesive monomer developed and introduced by Kuraray in 1983. Chairside time is faster for the dentist, because of its short application time, according to the company.

The product is available through all major dental dealers.

For more information on CLEARFIL Universal Bond, or any other Kuraray products, visit www.kuraraydental.com, call (800) 879-1676 or stop by the Kuraray America booth, No. 3730, here at the Chicago Midwinter.

THE LARGEST DENTAL MEETING IN CANADA

Palais des congrès de Montréal
MONTRÉAL CANADA
May 23rd to 27th 2014

For information
www.odq.qc.ca

ANNUAL CONVENTION
ORDRE DES DENTISTES DU QUÉBEC

Journées dentaires internationales du Québec

CAD/CAM

aided dentistry to the next level. Our customers will also benefit from the innovative combination and seamless integration of Planmeca’s and E4D’s products and services.

How will this improve the daily workflow at clinics?

One great advantage is the integration of X-ray imaging and CAD/CAM into a single software platform, Planmeca Romexis. For the first time, customers will have the option of one software interface for both X-ray imaging and CAD/CAM work. All patient data is also saved in the same database, and it can be shared immediately and easily through the clinic’s network or with the Planmeca Romexis Cloud service.

Furthermore, the restorations designed in the CAD module can easily be combined with the patient’s 3-D X-ray images for implant planning purposes, for example. For the patients, this means convenient same-day dentistry.

Can you also tell us about the brand new intra-oral scanner that you launched recently?

Our new Planmeca PlanScan intra-oral scanner is an ultra-fast, powder-free and open solution for 3-D digital impressions. Its advanced blue laser technology accurately captures hard and soft tissue of various translucencies, dental restorations, models and impressions.

It is the world’s first dental unit-integrated intra-oral scanner and can be used through a laptop as a standalone version. Together with our Planmeca Romexis software, the system supports an ideal digital treatment workflow.

How will both Planmeca and E4D benefit from this investment?

On the one hand, this investment strengthens Planmeca’s position in the fast-growing CAD/CAM business, and Planmeca benefits from E4D’s cutting-edge solutions and long-term CAD/CAM expertise. On the other hand, Planmeca’s extensive distribution network enables E4D Technologies to grow globally, and our leading dental imaging solutions will be a valuable addition to the E4D CAD/CAM platform.

Has this venture created any new needs for your company?

Definitely, as we need to provide extensive CAD/CAM training for our distribution and customer network in more than 120 countries. Therefore, we have recently invested in new training, warehouse and production facilities alongside our Helsinki headquarters. These new 10,000 sq. m. facilities will help us address the growing need for training and education in this new field of dentistry.

We are thrilled to be able to take CAD/CAM to the next level. Our innovations will change the concept of same-day dentistry completely and facilitate the workflow of dental professionals worldwide.
INTRODUCING

Absolute DENTIN plus
High Strength Core Composite

Available April 2014

• BPA FREE
• Cuts like dentin
• Dual cure
• Low viscosity
• Automix
• Radiopaque
• No dispensing gun needed
• Available in two shades; Absolute White and Tooth Shade A2/B2

Visit us at booth #4200 to learn more!

I love using Absolute Dentin™ for my cores, however, Absolute Dentin® PLUS’ lower viscosity allows the material to flow and adapt well in small areas on the tooth. It’s also perfect for flowing into tight post holes when a post is also needed.”

— Gregg A. Helvey, D.O.S., M.A.G.D.

If you’ve used Absolute Dentin, you’ve been creating durable cores with impressive physical properties (72 Barcol Hardness, 172MPa Flexural Strength, and 325MPa Compressive Strength). You experienced how AD stacks beautifully, cuts like dentin and works great with Brush&Bond. Now imagine all of those attributes and more in new Absolute Dentin™ Plus!

New Absolute Dentin Plus features Nano technology giving it a slightly lower viscosity than original AD so it’s even easier to syringe the material into a small diameter canal when cementing a post. Don’t be mistaken, though. Absolute Dentin Plus still stacks, still cuts like dentin and still works great with Brush&Bond!

Durability

Absolute Dentin Plus exhibits an impressive 65 Barcol Hardness and a Flexural Strength of 175 MPa. It has a Compressive Strength of 400 MPa, so it’s every bit as strong, if not slightly stronger than original Absolute Dentin.

Convenient and saves time!

Along with a lower viscosity, NEW Absolute Dentin Plus is BPA-free for those concerned with materials containing Bisphenol A. It’s dual-cure so you can hit it with a light on all sides for a 5mm depth of cure and it will continue to completely self-cure in 5 minutes to achieve an indefinite depth of cure! The 5ml syringe makes for easy hand-dispensing (eliminating the need for a dispensing gun) and we’ve even provided two types of intracoronal tips along with the static mixers for easy access to even the toughest areas of the oral cavity.

Options

Absolute Dentin Plus is radiopaque (200% of Aluminum) and comes in two shades: Absolute White and Tooth Shade A2/B2. If certain circumstances call for a more viscous material, we encourage you to stick with original Absolute Dentin. However, you may want to give both versions a try. You may find that they’re both terrific for a variety of cases. Try them today and you can judge for yourself!

Order direct from Parkell for a 45-Day Risk-Free Trial!®

* If you’re not satisfied, call us within 45 days. We’ll replace your order at no expense, and give you a full refund—including your original ground shipping charges. Express shipping will not be reimbursed. Trial offer valid only when product is purchased directly from Parkell, Inc. (877) 457-5336
Online reviews have become integral to the buying decisions of a vast majority of consumers. A recent study found that 90 percent of people are influenced by online reviews when deciding whether to purchase a product or service. Consumers searching for dentists are no exception to this trend, as 70 percent of patients say that online reviews are as important as the dentist’s credentials. Prospective patients rely on online patient reviews as a key influencer when choosing a new dental care provider. The challenge for practices is to ensure their patient reviews get in front of the right audience at the right time in the decision-making process: when they are actively seeking to find a new dental care provider and schedule an appointment.

Healthgrades: where patients choose new providers

Healthgrades is the leading online resource for prospective patients seeking comprehensive healthcare information. During the past year, more than 225 million visitors used the healthgrades.com website to search, evaluate and connect with healthcare providers. More than 20 million annual searches are conducted for dental care providers. Most importantly, healthgrades.com users don’t just search—they schedule appointments. More than half (54 percent) of all Healthgrades visitors will schedule an appointment. Among those who schedule, an astounding 95 percent make an appointment within the first week they search, and 38 percent schedule the same day.

Maximize the value of reviews

Healthgrades recently established a partnership with Sesame Communications that, for the first time, lets dental care providers secure an enhanced profile. This new offering has numerous advantages, including:

- Automatically publish reviews to your Healthgrades enhanced profile: Verified, high-quality reviews from Dental Sesame are automatically published to your Healthgrades enhanced profile.

- Rapidly build patient review volume for better search results: Automatically published reviews help your enhanced profile garner better placement in organic search results on healthgrades.com. An enhanced profile also gives practices a “Featured Provider” rotation on local searches to further increase access and exposure to prospective patients.

- Complement patient reviews with comprehensive doctor and practice information: The Healthgrades enhanced profile includes significantly more information about your practice than a standard profile, including full biographies, practice procedures, contact information and directions with maps for all office locations. Most importantly, it also includes an easy click-to-request appointment button and premium phone number placement.

Final thoughts

Patient reviews can help drive new patient appointments for your dental practice—but only if they’re seen by the right audience at the right time in the purchase decision process. With a Healthgrades enhanced profile, your practice now has an unparalleled opportunity to reach a valuable and highly targeted audience of prospective patients with the information they need and prefer when selecting a new dental care provider.

References
1. marketingland.com/survey-customers-more-frustrated-by-how-long-it-takes-to-resolve-a-customer-service-issue-than-the-resolution-38756
2. www.reviewtrackers.com/dental-patients-want-things-online-reviews-patients/
FUSION 4 DOES more!

Curing? Cancer Screening? Best of Both and More...

- FUSION 4 - the most advanced curing light
- 2700 mW/cm² focused beam for 5 second cure
- Oral cancer screening (including HPV)
- Caries, fracture and root canal detection...

VOTED “Fastest ROI” Pay back in 30 days

SafeLoupe Laser Filter
For Your Eyes Only!
- Convert your loupes to laser loupes!
- No color distortion or light loss
- No fogging/comfort
- Lightweight and easy snap-on

Nano 2S/2C Best Loupe Light
The Smallest and Longest Running!
- Industry’s only ultrathin Teflon wire
- Runs continuously up to 24 hrs
- Hands free battery
- Optimum spot size
- Fit on all loupes

iZoom HD Custom Magnification
Affordable premium quality!
- 2.5x high resolution custom through-the-lens
- 4 inch edge-to-edge clarity
- 6 inch depth of field
- 10 micron resolution
- Comfortable, lightweight and durable

Increased vision...
Increased oral care...
Increased revenue stream!

www.dentlight.com Tel: 800-763-6901 ext 1 sales@dentlight.com
Take polishing to an ‘X-Treme’ level

New Super-Snap X-Treme offers greater flexibility, thickness and gloss results

By Shofu Dental Staff

■ Here at the Chicago MidWinter Meeting, Shofu Dental is launching the next generation of Super-Snap—Super-Snap X-Treme, an enhancement to the original green fine and red superfine Super-Snap polishing disks.

The new Super-Snap X-Treme was designed to meet varied clinician preferences and advancements in composite technology. X-Treme disks offer greater flexibility, extra thickness for an increased tactile feel and extreme gloss results because of an advanced 3-D grit technology.

Since 1922, Shofu has been an industry-leading manufacturer of high-quality polishers and abrasives that exceed the demands of dental professionals around the world.

The company’s extensive knowledge of direct and indirect restorative materials, combined with stringent quality-control standards, ensure optimal contouring, finishing and polishing, no matter what the material.

Super-Snap disks are widely recognized and utilized within universal dental offices. The four-step, color-coded disk system is designed for easy, fast and safe contouring, finishing and polishing of all microfilled and nano-hybrid composites. It is no surprise that Super-Snap Singles have been awarded “Top Composite Finishing and Polishing System” by The Dental Advisor for six years in a row.

The new Super-Snap X-Treme polishing disks provide many of the same features and benefits as the original Super-Snap disks.

Both red and green X-Treme disks have an elastic silicone shank mount for easy placement onto the mandrel. They are manufactured without a metal center to eliminate the risk of gouging or discoloration of the composite and increase the stability of the disk during polishing.

The red and green disk material in both systems are made with aluminum oxide grit.

Super-Snap and Super-Snap X-Treme disks share many important features; however, the new enhancements offered with Super-Snap X-Treme disks makes these two systems distinctly different.

X-Tra thickness
Super-Snap X-Treme red and green discs are double the thickness of the original Super-Snap disks, increasing from 50 µm to 100 µm (Fig. 1).

The extra thickness improves stiffness and durability while also maintaining flexibility in interproximal areas. Greater force can be applied when polishing composites with the thicker Super-Snap X-Treme disks, allowing a noticeable increase in tactile feel and helping to produce a beautiful, glossy result to your restorations.

Advanced 3-D technology
The red superfine X-Treme disk features a new, advanced 3-D technology composed of round, semispherical grits homogeneously arranged on the entire disk surface (Figs. 2a, 2b).

The new semispherical-shaped surface provides space to discharge ground debris, resulting in less clogging of the disk and secondary scratches on the composite. Ground debris can collect and discharge within the crevices of the semispheres, helping to maintain a smooth disk surface for polishing. (Fig. 3)

X-Treme gloss results
Super-Snap X-Treme disks are taking polishing to the next level. A unique combination of extra thickness and an advanced 3-D grit technology allows dentists to exceed the esthetic demands of patients today. Shofu internal test results demonstrate extremely low-surface roughness and remarkably higher gloss levels compared with leading competitors (Fig. 4).

Check it out today!
Shofu Dental’s new Super-Snap X-Treme polishing disks are available in standard (12 mm) or mini (8 mm) sizes within a 100-piece kit, including both red and green X-Treme disks, or as individual disk refills of 50. Suggested retail price per kit is $47.60, and disk refills are $25.05.

X-Treme disks can be used in conjunction with the original black composite polishing and finishing Super-Snap disks.

Visit Shofu booth No. 2411 today to experience the new Super-Snap X-Treme.

Buy one box of the new Super-Snap X-Treme during the Chicago Midwinter and receive a free Super-Snap X-Treme souvenir car. (Photos/Provided by Shofu Dental)

Here in Chicago
To see the new Super-Snap X-Treme, stop by the Shofu booth, No. 2411. If you buy one box of the new product here during the Chicago Midwinter, you will receive a free Super-Snap X-Treme souvenir car.

Advanced 3-D technology
The red superfine X-Treme disk features a new, advanced 3-D technology composed of round, semispherical grits homogeneously arranged on the entire disk surface (Figs. 2a, 2b).

The new semispherical-shaped surface provides space to discharge ground debris, resulting in less clogging of the disk and secondary scratches on the composite. Ground debris can collect and discharge within the crevices of the semispheres, helping to maintain a smooth disk surface for polishing. (Fig. 3)

X-Treme gloss results
Super-Snap X-Treme disks are taking polishing to the next level. A unique combination of extra thickness and an advanced 3-D grit technology allows dentists to exceed the esthetic demands of patients today. Shofu internal test results demonstrate extremely low-surface roughness and remarkably higher gloss levels compared with leading competitors (Fig. 4).

Check it out today!
Shofu Dental’s new Super-Snap X-Treme polishing disks are available in standard (12 mm) or mini (8 mm) sizes within a 100-piece kit, including both red and green X-Treme disks, or as individual disk refills of 50. Suggested retail price per kit is $47.60, and disk refills are $25.05.

X-Treme disks can be used in conjunction with the original black composite polishing and finishing Super-Snap disks.

Visit Shofu booth No. 2411 today to experience the new Super-Snap X-Treme.

Buy one box of the new Super-Snap X-Treme during the Chicago Midwinter and receive a free Super-Snap X-Treme souvenir car. (Photos/Provided by Shofu Dental)
3D imaging for lower dose than a 2D panoramic is not magic...

...it’s i-CAT®

The i-CAT FLX is a reality!
This latest advancement of our award-winning technology offers a range of innovative features that deliver increased clarity, ease-of-use, and control. Now with Visual iQuity™ and QuickScan+ technologies, the power of capturing diagnostic 3D images at a lower dose than a 2D panoramic x-ray is in your hands.

Visit i-CAT Booth #1219 for your chance to win $50,000 off the i-CAT FLX!
By Steven G. Goldberg, DDS, DentalVibe Founder

Let’s face it. Almost every dentist is looking to grow his or her practice, and we’re all looking to bring in as many new patients as we can. With the many platforms in dental marketing at our disposal, word-of-mouth and direct referrals still remain the most powerful motivators driving new patients to our practice.

A positive dental experience for one patient can lead new patients to our doors, and quite often, the way to provide that positive experience is to provide a pain-free dental experience.

The patient’s perspective
Patients sit in our chairs because they fully trust our knowledge, experience and clinical capabilities to care for their oral health. However, what they think most is, “Please don’t hurt me!”

Consider this: You spend a half hour with a patient, treating tooth #14 with an MOD composite bonded filling. You carefully excavate the decay, skillfully prepare the tooth with perfect cavosurface margins, etch, prime, place adhesive and composite, and cure. You create a beautifully artistic representation of occlusal anatomy and even place secondary grooves in the marginal ridges. You’re proud of your artistic creation, and you’ve provided a tremendous service for your patient.

Is this patient going to tell their friends and family how wonderful your secondary grooves are? Of course not. But patients will remember whether you solved their problem and if you did it without causing them pain.

Today’s world revolves around social media, and your patients have the wherewithal to spread the good word about their positive dental experience to a much wider audience than ever before.

Providing a positive and pain-free dental experience
I invented the DentalVibe to block the pain of intra-oral injections. It is a cordless, handheld device that delivers soothing, pulsed, percussive vibration to “shake up” the site where an injection is being administered, sending a message to the brain and effectively closing the neural “pain gate” and allowing for the comfortable administration of intra-oral injections.

This is a highly shareable story. Those secondary grooves might impress your colleagues, but patients talk about the extra touches that make their visit comfortable.

Marketing through social media
For clinicians using the DentalVibe, we have created an online patient sweepstakes that encourages positive patient testimonials. Participating practices give their patient an entry slip at the end of an appointment when the DentalVibe was used, providing them with a promo code to use when posting a brief testimonial about their experience, which is posted to the patient’s Facebook page or shared via email.

The process is easy, and patients are automatically entered into a sweepstakes to win a monthly giveaway of an Apple iPad mini and a 2014 year-end grand prize of $50,000.
ORAL-B® POWER:
Gentle, Effective, Thorough

The Oral-B® Professional Precision 5000 helps your patients in 3 key areas:

Remove Plaque More Effectively
• 48,800 brush movements per minute remove up to 100% more plaque*

Help Improve Compliance
• Updated SmartGuide® helps patients improve their brushing behavior

Brush More Gently
• Triple Pressure Control helps patients who are overaggressive while brushing

EVERY MOUTH HAS A STORY
HELP MAKE IT A GREAT ONE

To learn more, visit dentalcare.com, call 1.800.543.2577, or contact your Crest + Oral-B representative.

*vs a regular manual toothbrush.

Digital imaging without limits

New ScanX Swift removes the bulk from radiography

By Air Techniques Staff

- Digital technology has made radiography safer for patients and staff. Rigid sensors made radiography easier and faster. Today, the dental office has two choices in digital intraoral radiography: traditional, rigid, cored sensors or flexible, cordless, phosphor sensors from ScanX. ScanX’s thin, flexible, cordless digital sensors advance the state-of-the-art by removing the bulk, enabling easier placement and access to more difficult areas of the mouth. Diagnostic abilities increase. Radiographs become more comfortable for your patients.

With ScanX’s thin, flexible phosphor sensors, you will capture from 17 percent to 38 percent more image area.1 ScanX has unsurpassed image quality with flexible sensors that deliver sharp, clear digital images.

Complete digital dentistry
ScanX digital images easily integrate with your patient management and digital imaging software for more effective case presentation/acceptance, record keeping and insurance reimbursement. And, if you need it, our Visix™ imaging software is simply the easiest around.

Patient comfort
• ScanX is 30 times thinner than rigid sensors.
• ScanX Swift sensors are available for every patient and come in sizes 0, 1, 2.
• ScanX Swift is a chairside digital system that is fast, giving you crystal clear images in nine seconds or less. As an adjunct to rigid sensors, ScanX Swift enables you to capture every image you want — our thin, flexible sensors fit every mouth, every patient.
• If upgrading from film, think of ScanX Swift as “digital film” — same easy technique but sharp, high-contrast digital images in a fraction of the time. And no messy, costly chemicals.

Smart investment
• ScanX Swift is less expensive than rigid sensors.
• ScanX Swift allows you to add more capabilities to every operatory at a lower cost.
• Flexible phosphor sensors are durable, long lasting and can be reused hundreds of times.
• ScanX Swift sensors won’t break if dropped (and do not require insurance).
• ScanX Swift is the most economical digital solution for any practice.

To take a look at the ScanX Swift, stop by the Air Techniques booth, No. 838.
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Onset: Making local anesthetic better

By Onpharma Staff

It was approximately 11 years ago when Onpharma’s founder, Mic Falkel, DDS, first recognized that the performance and inconsistency of his local anesthetic was sub-optimal and was contributing to practice inefficiency and frustration.

As a chemist, he knew anesthetics had a very low pH of 3.5, and if he could find a way to raise the pH toward physiologic just prior to administering the anesthetic, it would increase the speed and predictability of anesthetic onset.

In addition, raising the pH from an acid to physiologic neutral would provide a more comfortable injection.

In February of 2011, Onpharma launched Onset®, the first and only chairside buffering technology that allows dentists to dramatically increase the pH of their anesthetic toward physiologic just before administering.

In the three years since the launch, there have been more than 1 million injections given in the United States using this new technology. Buffering has changed the expectations of anesthetic performance for virtually thousands of practices around the country.

“Our goal is to transform dentistry by giving clinicians a way to deliver their injections and complete the entire procedure without ever leaving the patient,” said Dr. Falkel. “Using ‘The Onset Approach,’ dentists can buffer their anesthetic, stay with the patient and go right to work. This routine provides a better patient experience, improves practice flow and gives the doctor and staff more time to spend on the things that matter most,” Falkel added.

Use ‘The Onset Approach’ to improve productivity

To a greater degree than most healthcare professionals, dentists must keep multiple balls in the air throughout the practice day to make practical use of the eight-to-15 minute anesthetic latency period.

Using The Onset Approach eliminates this requirement and provides practitioners a way to deliver the injection, start working right away and complete the entire procedure without interruption, saving the practice more than 10 to 15 minutes per restorative appointment.

The tasks that were once handled while the patient was getting numb can now be handled after saying goodbye to the patient, which is revolutionary to the practice.

By eliminating the time pressure that comes with knowing there is a patient “marinating” in the chair awaiting the dentist’s return, hygiene exams and other office tasks can be completed with less stress and distraction.

Another Broken Ultrasonic Tip?

STOP WASTING TIME AND MONEY!
Introducing - EDS Ultrasonic Tips

EDS Ultrasonic Tips now make ultrasonic procedures more cost effective, predictable, and quicker!

Unique scientifically designed MicroHatch cutting pattern provides:

- Highest Fracture Resistance Available
- Superior Cutting Efficiency
- Less Debris Clogging
- Remarkable Field of View
- Made in the USA for Great Working Precision

No need to switch ultrasonic units. EDS Tips fit most systems.

INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS
Buy One Ultrasonic Tip - GET ONE FREE

Or, Purchase an Endodontic Ultrasonic Intro Kit with Tip Taxi and get TWO FREE TIPS!

ORDER NOW AND SAVE BIG
VISIT BOOTH 3708 AT THE MIDWINTER

Essential Dental Systems, Inc • 89 Leuning St, S. Hackensack, NJ 07606 • Ph: 201-487-9099, 1-800-22-FLEXI • www.eedsdental.com
Controlling tissue contours with a prosthetically driven approach

By Timothy F. Kosinski, DDS, MAGD

With continual improvements in the design and production of implant systems and restorative components, the consistent results, predictability and long-term prognosis offered by implant therapy is making the treatment an increasingly popular technique for replacing missing teeth.

The aesthetics, durability and precision customization offered by modern prosthetic components enable clinicians to provide ideal final restorations their patients can depend on. For the best results and maximum efficiency, implant therapy should be approached comprehensively, with the final result visualized from the outset. Technology has advanced to the point where smile design, emergence profile and margins can be established prior to any surgical intervention, giving clinicians a clear picture of the optimal prosthetic outcome that can be carried through each phase of treatment.

The Inclusive® Tooth Replacement System (Glidewell Laboratories, Newport Beach, Calif.) simplifies this approach by providing everything needed for an implant case in a single package, building toward the final restoration with patient-specific components that begin shaping the patient’s soft-tissue contours immediately following surgery.

Experienced dental technicians use the latest in CAD/CAM technology to design custom abutments that sculpt the gingival contours during the healing phase, setting up a smooth, predictable transition to the final custom abutment and crown.

Until recently, surgical placement of the implant was the primary concern. Improvements in dental implant design have led to better initial stability and less crestal bone loss over time. While positioning and angulating are crucial, achieving the most esthetic final result possible is also now of paramount importance if seeking to meet or exceed patient expectations.

The Inclusive Tooth Replacement System takes significant strides in facilitating the creation of superior, more predictable esthetics. With the optimal emergence profile driving the design process, clinicians now have the necessary tools to manage soft-tissue contours with custom components that approximate the root design and structural anatomy of a natural tooth.

The case that follows illustrates how an all-inclusive, prosthetically driven treatment protocol assists the clinician in achieving an excellent clinical outcome while streamlining the surgical and restorative phases of treatment.

Because the case involves the replacement of a central incisor in the anterior, where creating an ideal emergence profile is especially important, the esthetic benefits of this approach are particularly evident.

Case report

A 55-year-old female presented with a fractured maxillary left central incisor (Fig. 1). After careful intraoral and radiographic examination, it was determined that an implant could be predictably placed in the bone without complication. The primary goal was for the ultimate emergence profile of the final restoration to match that of the natural tooth being replaced and that of the adjacent central incisor.

A flapless surgical protocol was selected to retain as much gingival tissue as possible. The laboratory produced a surgical stent to assist with the initial orientation of the pilot drill. A radiograph was taken to ensure proper mesial-distal positioning and equal spacing between the adjacent natural teeth. Once proper angulation was verified, typical implant techniques were used.

Treatment began with the atraumatic extraction of the root. Maintaining the facial plate of bone was critical to facilitating optimal tissue healing and allowed for flapless placement of the dental implant.

Digital radiographs were used before, during and after surgery to ensure ideal implant angulation and depth. A pilot drill established the desired depth, and the apex of the implant was safely and effectively positioned in line with the roots of the adjacent teeth. Following implant placement, the choice was made to not immediately load the implant with a transitional crown because sufficient primary stability was not achieved.

The custom healing abutment was placed (Fig. 2), and because the tooth being replaced was in the esthetic zone, a removable partial denture was used as a transitional appliance.

The custom contours of the healing abutment effectively managed the patient’s soft tissue. For added esthetics, the maxillary right central incisor crown was replaced following preparation.

Upon completion of the healing phase, ideal gingival contours were evident (Fig. 3), which made delivery of the final restoration a smooth endeavor that was comfortable for the patient and required no chairside adjustments (Fig. 4).

Conclusion

As demonstrated by the natural margins, soft-tissue contours and emergence profile achieved in this case, a prosthetically driven approach to implant dentistry provides excellent clinical outcomes.

Visualizing the final restoration from diagnosis and treatment planning through delivery of the final abutment and crown helps to ensure a predictable result.

The Inclusive Tooth Replacement System simplifies this approach by harnessing patient-specific tissue contouring and an all-inclusive clinical protocol to guide cases toward a functional and esthetic conclusion, with each step of the restorative process setting up the next for success.

The Onset Approach also allows for more flexibility in order to handle patients who arrive late for their appointments, deal with emergencies or make adjustments that keep the practice on schedule.

Quality care that staff and patients appreciate

Once a practice has incorporated buffering into the anesthesia routine, it can consistently treat one patient at a time, giving each individual the attention and quality care every person can really appreciate. Patients love that the dentist will see them right on time and stay with them throughout the entire procedure, making them feel like the center of attention throughout their visit.

The Onset Approach also provides more order and predictability throughout the day, which provides a calming effect on the practice that the staff can really appreciate.

Transform your practice

Dentists using The Onset Approach have seen amazing efficiency improvements in their practice.

“I use The Onset Approach every day on all my restorative cases, and my patients love the fact that I can get the procedure done faster and enhance their patient experience,” said Onpharma customer Mark Morin, DDS.

“Onset helps me build great relationships and keep my schedule running smoothly, because I can stay with my patient and get right to work,” said Onpharma customer Mark Morin, DDS.

“Transform your practice by harnessing patient-specific tissue contouring and an all-inclusive clinical protocol to guide cases toward a functional and esthetic conclusion, with each step of the restorative process setting up the next for success.”
Endodontic System

Can you tell the difference?

Booth #2319

Come and see for yourself.

Bring this ad to booth 2319 and receive 10% off Channels files and obturators.

PRECISE • RELIABLE • EFFICIENT
Progressively tapered NiTi rotary files have represented a significant improvement in root canal preparation procedures. These files were specifically designed to provide flexibility, efficiency and greater safety. The unique design features of the NiTi rotary files enable clinicians to more consistently create uniformly tapered shapes in anatomically difficult or significantly curved canals. The flexibility and the instrument design allow the files to closely follow the original root canal path. Studies have consistently shown that root canal preparation in permanent teeth with NiTi is efficient and effective.1–3

What’s so special about nickel titanium (NiTi) alloy? It is an alloy that exists in two crystal structures, austenite and martensite; thermal transitions from one crystal to the other make NiTi super elastic and allow it to hold its shape. Highly elastic instruments reduce the forces during instrumentation. This results in the file remaining within the center of the root canal space and reducing the risk of canal straightening or other preparation errors.

Henry Schein Dental is launching Insight Endo™ and the new Channels™ product line, an endodontic system that features nickel-titanium rotary files, advanced carrier-based obturators, stainless-steel hand instruments and accessory products. The system was designed with the clinician in mind, making endodontic procedures more efficient and cost-effective. The products combine time-tested foundational methods with cutting-edge technological advancements to enhance precision and efficiency. With enhanced flexibility and the intelligent tapering design of our NiTi rotary files, along with the seamless compatibility of the system’s other components, Channels will enable you to navigate with confidence. Channels instruments are smart, versatile and easily adapt to navigate any root canal, no matter how complex. Channels is accessible to all who wish to improve the endodontic experience for dentist and patient. Efficiency is important, technologically and financially, which is why Channels products are offered at a significant savings to the dental practice.

You can experience the entire Channels Endodontic System from Insight Endo by visiting booth No. 2319 while you are here in Chicago.
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While caring for their patients, dental and health-care professionals are constantly exposed to bodily fluids that may carry viruses and other infectious agents. It is, therefore, critical that the gloves these professionals use provide the best possible barrier protection.

Many types of gloves are available today, but it is important to know that not all gloves have the same barrier capability, depending on the type of material used. For example, natural rubber latex gloves have long been acknowledged for their very effective barrier properties, while non-latex gloves, such as vinyl (polyvinyl chloride), have inferior barrier capability as shown by numerous studies.

Other synthetic gloves, such as nitrile and polysulfone, perform much better than vinyl but are more costly, especially polysulfone gloves. Using gloves with inferior barrier capability could expose both the patient and user to harmful infections.

Malaysia is the world’s largest medical gloves exporter (latex and nitrile). Both quality and users’ safety are of top priority to the nation’s glove industry. To this end, a quality certification program (the Standard Malaysian Gloves, or the SMG) has currently been formulated for latex examination gloves.

All SMG-certified gloves must comply with stringent technical specifications to ensure the gloves are high in barrier effectiveness, low in protein, and low in allergy risks, in addition to having excellent comfort, fit and durability – qualities that manufacturers of many synthetic gloves are trying to replicate.

Latex gloves are green products, derived from a natural and sustainable resource, and are environmentally friendly. (You can learn more online by visiting www.smg-gloves.com or www.latexglove.info).

The use of low-protein, powder-free gloves has been demonstrated by many independent hospital studies to vastly reduce the incidence of latex sensitization and allergic reactions in workplaces.

More importantly, latex allergic individuals donning non-latex gloves can now work alongside their coworkers wearing the improved low-protein gloves without any heightened allergy concern.

However, for latex-allergic individuals, it is still important they use appropriate non-latex gloves, such as quality nitrile and polysulfone gloves, that provide them with effective barrier protection.

Extensive array of brand, prices
Selecting the right glove should be an educated consideration to enhance safety of both patients and users. For decades, gloves made in Malaysia have been synonymous with quality and excellence, and they are widely available in an extensive array of brands, features and prices.

They can be sourced either factory direct (www.mrepc.com/trade and click “medical devices”) or from established dental product distributors in the United States.

Core 1: Advanced Functional Dentistry
The Power of Physiologic Based Dentistry
The Future of Dentistry Awaits You

“LVI has given me a new driving force in my career. It has recharged my enthusiasm for dentistry and made me realize that my career choice was not a mistake.”
—Dr. Charles Shin, Sault Ste. Marie, MI

“I wish I would have attended LVI earlier in my career. I still have time to make a difference but this info is too valuable to not be used throughout an entire dental career.”
—Dr. Tim Strickman, Algonquin, IL

“Not only did I learn what I didn’t know about dentistry, I learned how to help my own long history of pain in the head and neck. Thanks for the missing link.”
—Dr. Paul Bell, Denver, CO

TO REGISTER
Email Concierge@lviglobal.com or Call 888.584.3237
www.LVIGlobal.com

Follow LVI TV for your weekly dental news @ youtube.com/user/LVITV
Henk van Duijnhoven, senior vice president of Danaher’s Global Dental Business, announces the formation of the KaVo Kerr Group, a global portfolio of leading dental brands and the designation of Danaher’s $2 billion global dental business.

KaVo Kerr Group strategically unites leading dental consumable, equipment, high-tech and specialty brands under one global platform. KaVo Kerr Group is a global dental business with more than 500 years of combined experience. Its products and services primarily serve the general practitioner, dental specialist, hygienist and institutional and special markets customers.

KaVo Kerr Group brands include KaVo, Kerr, Kerr Total Care, Pentron, Axis, Sybron Endo, Orascoptic, Pelton & Crane, Marus, DCI Equipment, Gendex, DEXIS, Instrumentarium, SOREDEX, i-CAT, NOMAD, Implant Direct and Ormco. The portfolio of brands is uniquely interconnected by common values of trust, experience, choice, quality and smart innovation, according to the companies.

“KaVo Kerr Group formally links our world-class dental brands and companies together under one identity with shared values and a lasting commitment to the dental profession,” said van Duijnhoven, also president of KaVo Kerr Group globally. “The formation of KaVo Kerr Group enables us to better serve dental professionals and health-care providers who purchase a broad range of products and brands. The integrated organization helps accelerate our desire to bring new innovation, enhanced clinical workflows and a winning customer experience by better leveraging our respective clinical, technological and R&D capabilities.”

Each KaVo Kerr Group operating company will continue to market itself under its current brand. KaVo Kerr Group and its brands are distributed in virtually every dental market in the world, including North America, Latin America, Europe, Middle East, Australia and Asia Pacific.

“KaVo Kerr Group will continue to offer a broad portfolio of dental brands with a unique combination of consumable, equipment, high-tech and specialty products and services,” said van Duijnhoven.

---

**Here in Chicago**

KaVo Kerr Group is featuring 20 new products here at the Chicago Midwinter. Products include KaVo’s MASTERtorque M9000L handpieces, Kerr’s Demi Ultra Curing Light, DEXIS CarivVu caries detection device and DEXIS Mac software, i-CAT’s Treatment Studio 5.3 treatment planning software, Axis/Sybron Endo’s Elements Free cord-free obturation unit and TF Adaptive NiTi file system, Implant Direct’s custom direct abutments and InterActive implant systems, Instrumentarium’s Op300 Maxix, Orascoptic’s Nano HD loupes, Ormco’s Lythos digital impression featuring the patented AFI scan technology, Pelton & Crane’s 3000 dental chair featuring the narrow back advantage and Marus’ NuStar SII dental chair. Start your tour of all these new products at any one of the KaVo Kerr Group’s booths: No. 1111, No. E100 or No. W128.

---

**AD**

**Essential Tools for the Dental Professional**

**PORTER**

The Trusted Name In Nitrous and Now Sterilization

The Porter Sentry Sedate is a portable nitrous system that offers a modern and sleek look. Features include dual locking doors, locking wheels, and a working top surface. At only 7-7/8” long, 2-3/4” high, and 1-1/4” deep, the Porter Digital MDQ has the smallest footprint of any cabinet-mount flowmeter system and offers multiple installation options.

Visit our booth #3821 or go to porterinstrument.com/dental for more information.

www.porterinstrument.com/dental 888-723-4001
CALASEPT® Endo-line

**NEW**

**CALASEPT®**
Irrigation needles
Double side vent

**CALASEPT Irrigation Needles**
- Double side vented
- With luer lock hub
- Bendable
- High quality stainless steel
- Sterile and disposable
- Easy for cleaning out the canals
- Container packed

**CALASEPT® Plus**
Calcium Hydroxide

**NEW**

**CALASEPT PLUS**
- More than 41% calcium hydroxide
- Optimal calcium release
- Strong bactericidal effect pH 12.4
- Flexi-needle for precise and deep application

Call Wykle Research for a Free sample of our Calasept products 800-859-6641

Distributed by:

Made by:

Nordiska Dental
By Keystone Industries Staff

For Keystone Industries, 2014 is sure to bring a lot of excitement, and it all starts here in Chicago. During the meeting, Keystone Industries will reveal its new packaging for its award-winning Gelato Prophy Paste while continuing a push on the revolutionary anti-bruxing device NiteBite.

Recipient of Top Prophy paste awards for 2013 and 2014, Gelato prophy paste now has a great, fresh look to match the high-quality product. Performance is what makes Gelato great, with smooth, pliable and splatter-free application. The 1.23 percent fluoride ion Gelato paste is perfect for high-luster polishing and stain removal, but it remains gentle enough on the enamel with minimal enamel loss.

Gelato paste comes in boxes of 200 individual disposable cups for convenient use. The disposable cups also eliminate cross-contamination and include a prophy ring for ease of application on the patient’s teeth. For more options, the paste comes in 12-ounce jars (exports only).

The paste is available in four different grits (fine, medium, course and x-course) for various stain removal needs. Typically, hygienists use the fine grit for routine use, and the medium grit gives a little more stain removal power. The coarse pastes are required for removing moderate to heavy stains. No matter the job, Gelato Prophy Paste provides exactly what dental professionals need.

Keystone Industries continues to put forward a large assortment of great-tasting Gelato flavors, such as piña colada and orange sherbet. The line also has mint, cherry, bubble gum and raspberry for a plethora of options to satisfy picky clients. The individual cups are clearly labeled for quick retrieval and application.

Another great Keystone product is NiteBite. Its special design and thin construction within the “free-way space” — the distance between the physiological rest position and the first point of contact of the upper and lower teeth — stops people from clenching and grinding their teeth. NiteBite can also stop symptoms such as headaches and tooth and jaw pain. This proprietary, patented and FDA-cleared device is the first bite-guard that functions within the patient’s freeway space. NiteBite uses the jaw’s natural proprioceptive response to trigger the jaw-opening reflex. As the lower teeth approach contact with the NiteBite, the jaw-opening reflex returns the lower jaw to the physiological rest position where no teeth touch each other or the NiteBite. The muscles relax, and NiteBite effectively relieves jaw, head and neck pain, and associated symptoms of TMJ disorder.

Not only does the device work physiologically and simply, but it’s also easy to mold to the patient’s bite. In less than five minutes, a dentist or hygienist can heat the device and shape it to a patient’s front teeth. Then the patient is ready to go home with his or her new NiteBite. It’s that simple!

Be sure to stop by booth No. 3012 to check out what new and exciting things Keystone Industries has to offer during 2014.
FUSION 4 does much more than curing

By DentLight Staff

FUSION 4, manufactured by DentLight, upgrades its award-winning curing light predecessor to a new level of ergonomics, functionality and performance. DentLight, a Plano, Texas-based supplier, is showcasing the new release here at the Chicago Midwinter at booth No. 3706.

As Dr. Richard Liu, president of DentLight, explained, in addition to its ultrafast and reliable curing functions, the FUSION 4 can also be used for caries, canals and early cancer detection for added profit streams.

As a curing light, the FUSION 4 is easy to use and has a high-performance light, thanks to its patented optics and modular design delivering a focused low-dispersion beam of 2,700 mW/cm2 high power for bulk- or five-second cure. The new user interface is impressive and intuitive, with a multi-color backlit LCD displaying digital timers, battery icon, power level and thermal status.

The streamlined metal keypad has two raised buttons, including a large on/off button for easy activation. “This just blows everything else on the market away,” Liu said. “There isn’t anything else like it.”

He said the light adds to profitability for the dentist, offers increased marketability potential for new patients—and it saves lives.

As Dr. Howard Glazer said, “I would recommend the FUSION without reservation to my colleagues who are in the market for a high-power, versatile, curing light that is economical and so useful in everyday practice.”

Dr. John Comisi is sold, too. “The FUSION light is one great all-around light for the dental office,” Comisi said. “You get the benefits of three lights in one—curing, trans-illumination and oral cancer screening. The curing power is remarkable, the...”

Here in Chicago

To check out any of DentLight’s products, from the FUSION 4 to the Nano 2S, the iZoom HD and the SafeLoupe Laser Filters, stop by the booth, No. 3706.

*see FUSION, page 30
power of the white light attachment for caries and cracked tooth detection is great, and the ability to use the dental oral exam attachment for an enhanced oral tissue/cancer screening and evaluation makes this light the complete package.”

Several other LED optics solutions are also available from DentLight. The new Nano 2S loupe light offers comfortable and affordable light with the most reliable and thinnest wires/connector on the market. It allows dentists to see whatever they look at and even helps improve posture.

Nano 2S uses a custom Teflon wire four times smaller than a regular wire yet 10 times stronger. Together with a patent-pending connector design, Nano 2S solves headaches of wire management and broken connectors in headlight designs. Designed with heavy-duty everyday use in mind, Nano 2S embodies a high-capacity lithium battery in a small aluminum pack with a running capacity of up to 24 hours.

The digital battery pack can be activated hands-free and has a battery icon and an audible indicator with a two-minute warning prior to battery shut down.

Nano 2S is easy to fit on any eyewear and is a heavy-duty headlight dental professionals can count on.

“Nano 2S marks the fourth-generation headlight from DentLight,” Liu said. “The amount of technology and innovation integrated with the new light is remarkable, from the delivery of pure white optical beam to the size of the lamp, the advancement of the wire and connector, and the battery structures.”

He said the light adds to efficiency and profitability for dentists in addition to contributing to a pain-free workplace.

Dr. Doug Lamber called Nano “so light, so bright … the perfect addition to any magnification system!”

Jose R. Alvarado, DMD, is also a fan. “I was planning to buy a microscope for doing my root canals, but I don’t think it’s necessary with my new DentLight,” Alvarado said.

“It’s easier to locate the canals on molars and also for crown and bridge preparations and for fractured root removals. It’s a whole new world with DentLight!”

Lastly, DentLight is showcasing the new HD through-the-lens loupes and the SafeLoupe Laser Filter to improve vision, ergonomics, oral care and your eyes for life.

“Nano is the ideal combination of size and power in clinical illumination,” said Dr. George Freedman. “SafeLoupe Filters enable hassle-free and totally comfortable laser procedures and are manufactured to fit on all major loupe brands.”

---

**FUSION**  “from page 29

**CALASEPT ENDO LINE**

- Wykle Research offers Calasept Endo products, which it distributes for Nordiska Dental of Sweden, the manufacturer of Calasept and Calasept Plus.

- Calasept Irrigation Needles are high-quality, double-sided, luer-lock irrigation needles that optimize the cleaning of canals, creating a “swirl effect.” The needles are available in 27 g or 31 g, in packs of 40 needles. Features include the following: bendability, a luer-lock hub, sterile and disposable, designed for ease in cleaning roots and made with high-quality stainless steel.

- Calasept Irrigation Syringes are 3 ml luer-lock, single-use syringes. They are color-coded to eliminate risk when using multiple irrigation liquids. They are available in packs of 20 syringes, with 10 white and 10 green. Features include a high-quality, three-part syringe, color-coding and a luer lock.

These products complement Wykle’s Calasept line, which includes Calasept and Calasept Plus calcium hydroxide paste for temporary filling of root canals, sold in packages of four syringes with 20 needles. Calasept EDTA is 17 percent EDTA solution. Calasept CHX is 2 percent chlorhexidine solution for irrigation. Both solutions are packaged with a luer adaptor for easy filling of syringes.

For more information, contact Wykle Research at (800) 859-6641, visit www.wykleresearch.com or stop by the booth, No. 908, here at the Chicago Midwinter Meeting.
Simply the BEST!
NO FOCUSING
NO FOGGING,
WORKS WITH ANY SOFTWARE

CAN INTRAORAL CAMERAS
REALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
TRY ONE FOR FREE AND SEE
WHAT YOU MAY HAVE BEEN MISSING!

- NO MONEY DOWN
- PAY IN 30 DAYS ONLY IF YOU ARE COMPLETELY SATISFIED!*
  *Credit card charged in 30 days if product not returned

SELECT YOUR NO-MONEY-DOWN, RISK-FREE SPECIAL SHOW OFFER

Super Special #1
Trade in Your Old Camera
and Save $1500

Super Special #2
BUY 2 GET 1 FREE!

Super Special #3
BUY 3 GET 2 FREE!

The DocPort i.o. intraoral camera features a focus-free design for ease of use and crystal clear imaging. Image acquisition is hassle-free via the easy-touch capture button located on the camera wand, or with optional USB footswitch. Direct computer connection using a standard inexpensive USB cable eliminates costly cable repairs and the camera is supplied with a remote automatic on/off handpiece holder. Easy integration with any dental software platform in both PC and Macintosh environments makes DocPort i.o. the natural choice for quality dental imaging.

CHICAGO MIDWINTER
SHOW SPECIALS
AVAILABLE NOW
UNTIL SHOW
CLOSING ON
FEBRUARY 22

VISIT US
AT BOOTH
#4621

James Rosenwald, DDS, FAGD
“I recently bought two DocPort cameras (to replace my older units) and found them so easy to use and so valuable to my practice that I have purchased three more units. I highly recommend this camera.”

Gerald Ross DDS—Tottenham, ON
“I’ve had cameras costing more than double, but my staff prefers the DocPort over any other because the pictures show incredible detail and it’s so easy to use. We’ve tried a lot of them, but this camera is amazing.”

DocPort i.o.
LED Intraoral Camera System

QUESTIONS? CALL US TOLL FREE:
1.800.392.1171
www.sharperpractice.com

SharperPractice.com
Celebrating 20 Years of Innovation
It takes guts to say it’s the best,

but since we make the guts ... we can.

What makes NSK handpieces the best?
We engineer and manufacture every part in-house — we don’t just assemble parts made by someone else. And, since we control the quality going into all of our handpieces, we can trust them to deliver the reliability you need.

Like the Ti-Max Z95L, it’s the most durable of the high-performance electric attachments on the market. Crafted from solid titanium, it’s extremely light in use. Plus, it’s amazingly silent with virtually no vibration — lending superior comfort to operator and patient.

100% of all handpiece components are manufactured in house.

See our handpieces at Booth #1233. Feb. 20-22

NSK instruments are available from:

Benco Dental
Patterson Dental
Henry Schein
Burkhart
Dental Health Products, Inc.

Smallest head & slimmest neck in electric attachments.*

*Global handpiece market as of 11/2011